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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：New Decorative Waterjet Tile Gray And White Flower Marble Mosaic

Short Description: This is our new waterjet marble tile

which is made of grey marble as flower chips and

white marble as small diamonds, in addition, there

are small yellow triangle chips decorated on the grey

petal tails and adding more colors to the whole tile.

Model No.: WPM405

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

The waterjet mosaic marble is a development and extension of the mosaic processing craft.

Each pattern of the marble mosaic forms a unique style by cutting different shapes and

textures, and the tiles have various combinations and characters. This is our new waterjet

marble tile which is made of grey marble as flower chips and white marble as small diamonds,

in addition, there are small yellow triangle chips are decorated on the grey petal tails and

adding more colors to the whole tile. The chips are selected from Grey Cinderella Marble,

Oriental White Marble, and Rain Forest Marble.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Decorative Waterjet Tile Gray And White Flower Marble Mosaic

Model No.: WPM405

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM405

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Grey Cinderella Marble, Oriental White Marble, and Rain Forest

Marble

Model No.: WPM128

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Thassos White Marble, Bardiglio Carrara Marble

Model No.: WPM425

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Thassos White Marble, Carrara White Marble, Italian Grey

Marble

Product Application

This natural marble mosaic has high hardness, high density, and small pores, and is not easy to absorb

water. It can be used in kitchens, bedrooms, toilets, and bathrooms. This Decorative Waterjet Tile Gray

And White Flower Marble Mosaic as bathroom wall tiles, bathroom backsplash mosaic, marble tile

bathroom floor, mosaic kitchen wall tiles, and decorative backsplash behind cooktop will add more

colorful elements to these decorations.



Because the price of the waterjet stone mosaic tiles is not the same depending on the complexity and

quantity, therefore, we will offer you a reference quotation before we get the specific details from your

project.

FAQ

Q: What should I do if there are damages happened when I get the goods?

A: Natural mosaic marble tiles are heavy-duty building materials, and bumps are inevitable during

transportation. Generally, within 3% are normal damages. These damages can be used in the corners

without waste. You can lay them first. Due to bumps and losses during the construction process, please

check whether the mosaic tiles are damaged no not as soon as possible after you get the goods. If you

encounter damage, please take photos and contact with your sales manager to solve this problem.

Q: How about the replenishment

A: Please measure the exact paving area and calculate the quantity of each model before purchasing.

We can also provide free budget service. If you need replenishment during the paving process, please

contact us. There will be slight differences in the color and size in different batches, so there will be a

color difference in restocking. Please try your best to complete the replenishment in a short time.

Restocking is at your own expense.

Q: When do your company was established?

A: Our company is established in 2018.

Q: Can I visit your factory?

A: Sure, welcome to visit our factory.


